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The new X-Class.
Bringing worlds together.

With poise and assurance, it shrugs off the rigours of the wild, its bold design turning heads as it 
goes. It is robust and powerful enough to cope effortlessly with more difficult off-road terrain  
and spectacularly stylish in a way that is sure to catch the eye in the urban jungle. It fits the bill as  
a functional and reliable partner both in your everyday work and for spontaneous leisure-time  
adventures. Introducing a vehicle that brings different worlds together in unprecedented fashion:  
welcome to the X-Class – the Mercedes-Benz among bakkies!
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1 Braked Trailer

The X-Class is robust through and through: it can carry loads in excess of 1000 kg and pull trailers 
weighing up to 3500 kg1. This calls for a solid and sturdy supporting framework. With this in mind, 
we have built our bakkie on a solid ladder-type frame made of high-grade steel. So you can load her up 
to your heart’s content – tools, machinery, materials or sports and leisure equipment. The robust 
base ensures you will make good headway in off-road terrain, too. An optionally available stainless 
steel underguard protects the engine, transmission and exhaust system when driving over  
obstacles off-road. 

It takes a strong backbone  
to shoulder more than a tonne.
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Shrugs off the rigours of the wild.
If sticks and stones could speak, they’d be dumbstruck by the X-Class. When you switch from rear-wheel drive to 4MATIC 
and “Low” all-wheel mode, activating the low-range gearbox and the differential lock1 on the rear axle, you’ll have no 
problem coping, even in more demanding terrain. The generous ground clearance of 222 mm leaves plenty of 
space for rough ground under the vehicle. When you’re in an adventurous mood, the X-Class will take you up gradi-
ents of up to approx. 100% on appropriate surfaces, maintaining stable handling at angles of up to approx. 49°.  
This puts even more enjoyment into off-road trips. The second all-wheel-drive mode, “High”, can be activated when 
driving in less demanding off-road terrain or in trickier road conditions.

1 Rear Differential lock standard on 4MATIC models
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Tough on the outside. Stylish on the inside.
A class interior – now for bakkies, too: especially with optional leather appointments in nut brown or black and 
the large trim element in the horizontally structured cockpit, the X-Class acquires an exclusive character previously  
unknown among bakkies. Hallmark Mercedes-Benz comfort is ensured while you are out and about, with  
intuitively positioned control elements, state-of-the-art multimedia systems. When things get hot, the interior 
climate control, the comfortable and highly adjustable front seats and the comfort suspension will help you to keep a 
cool head. And when things get tight, the optional Parking Package with 360° camera keeps you fully in the picture.
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Eye-catcher with cargo bed.
You won’t go unnoticed! The distinctive Mercedes-Benz design of the X-Class is an absolute head-turner. 
The impressive front with centrally positioned Mercedes star, simulated underguard, powerdomes on the 
bonnet and striking headlamp design – optionally featuring LED technology – lend the bakkie a dominant 
appearance. As do the clear lines of the side design and the flared wheel arches with light-alloy wheels of up 
to 48.3 cm (19 inches) in size. The scope of equipment for the X-Class is as individual as your trips, with 
the two clearly differentiated lines, PROGRESSIVE and POWER and a host of individualisation options.

Genuine accessories developed especially for the X-Class, such as the striking styling bar or the robust side 
bars1, the hardtop or the hard cover, underscore the vehicle’s expressive character and make the X-Class 
your very own bakkie, which may well be one of a kind.

1  Provisional availability from May 2018.
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Full fun ahead!
Climb aboard, start the engine and feel the vehicle’s full power right from the 
low rev range. The flared wheel arches with the wide-tyred wheels not only 
look impressive – with their large track width, they also contribute to the 
X-Class’s high lateral dynamics. As does the multi-link wheel suspension with 
coil springs tuned for agile performance on the rear axle. Each bend whets 
your appetite for the next one as you revel in the vehicle’s capabilities. 
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Ground-breaking all-rounder.
The PROGRESSIVE line boasts a degree of versatility that renders it equally suitable for 
tough work deployment and spontaneous adventures. Its high standard of equipment and 
comfort sets this line apart. The dynamic character is underscored by 43.2 cm (17-inch) 
6-spoke light-alloy wheels as well as interior features such as the instrument cluster with 
2 tube-shaped round dials and the air vents in silver chrome. The load anchoring rails  
on three sides of the cargo bed enable tools or sports equipment to be secured. And the 
compass in the rear-view mirror shows you’re headed in the right direction.

The attractive equipment and appointments of the POWER line take design, comfort  
and high-class appeal to a whole new level – courtesy of features such as LED High  
Performance headlamps, KEYLESS-GO, electrically adjustable front seats with lumbar 
support, THERMOTRONIC automatic climate control and Audio 20 CD with touchpad.  
The 6-twin-spoke 45.7 cm (18-inch) light-alloy wheels in dark paintwork, the simulated 
underguard, beltline trim strips in chrome and partial LED rear lamps showcase the  
POWER line’s commanding character. 

The first-class impression continues inside with upholstery in ARTICO man-made leather/ 
DINAMICA microfibre, instrument panel and beltlines in ARTICO man-made leather with 
topstitching and trim in matt black pixel look. Trim elements in matt brown woodgrain look 
and in aluminium look with longitudinal grain, optionally available, are exclusively available 
for this line, along with leather appointments in nut brown or black.

Impressive trend-setter.

X-Class | LinesX-Class | Lines
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Infotainment artist. Plenty of brawn for tough deployment.Effortless parking and manoeuvring. Top looks, top functionality.
The robust ladder-type frame takes rough treatment in its stride. Its profiles make it  
particularly sturdy and torsionally rigid – an advantage over ladder frames with U-profiles. 
The rigid axle at the rear wheels is capable of bearing heavy loads and its extensive  
articulation improves traction in off-road terrain. The X-Class’s merits go well beyond  
robustness and load-carrying capacity, however. Nor is there any shortage of driving  
enjoyment and ride comfort, thanks to the multi-link rear wheel suspension with coil springs.

The COMAND Online multimedia system leaves nothing to be desired where on-board  
infotainment, navigation and communications are concerned. Fast hard-disk navigation 
with high-quality 3D-view map display takes into account Live Traffic Information (traffic 
information in real-time, country-specific) to enable dynamic route guidance, with the aid 
of which traffic jams can be avoided and travel times can be reduced.

A brilliant media display, an internet browser, an integral 80 GB hard disk and a DVD player 
are also included in the host of equipment. In addition to innovative operation of the  
ergonomic touchpad with controller, the multimedia system can also be operated using 
voice control via LINGUATRONIC. Vehicle Monitoring even makes it possible to connect 
with the vehicle remotely via smartphone and, for example, to identify its current location.

The optional Parking Package with 360° camera takes the strain off the driver in 
parking situations and manoeuvring, courtesy of an all-round camera image and PARK-
TRONIC. The 360° camera makes the immediate area surrounding the vehicle visible – 
both from a bird’s-eye view and below the window line. In this way it helps the driver to rec-
ognise obstacles when parking and manoeuvring. PARKTRONIC additionally provides 
visual and audible warnings of obstacles in front of and behind the vehicle, thus helping 
to avoid damage when entering and exiting parking spaces and during manoeuvring.

The LED High Performance headlamps embellish the exterior during both the daytime 
and night-time with their hallmark torch look and provide for excellent visibility in the dark. 
The LED technology generates a pleasantly bright light, achieving more even illumination  
of the road than conventional halogen headlamps, both with dipped and high beam. The LED 
technology additionally boasts a long service life and extremely low energy consumption – 
despite the more powerful light output.

X-Class | HighlightsX-Class | Highlights

COMAND Online is optional for all X-Class lines. LED High Performance headlamps and taillights are standard for the POWER line.
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The canopy is also available without roof rails. The styling bar is also available in black steel. The side bars are also available in black steel.

Maximum load capacity. Ready for any weather.Expressive styling feature. Eye-catching side design.
The lines of the canopy painted in the body colour complement the vehicle’s design to 
perfection. The canopy extends the load compartment and protects the load from theft. 
Produced in high-quality materials, it is robust, durable and protects the load from moisture 
and dust. Different window variants supply the load compartment with light and fresh air. 
All windows are dark-tinted, affording protection from heat and prying eyes. The hardtop 
is provided with a robust lining and incorporates LED lighting. With the aid of roof rails,  
it is also possible to carry loads of up to 150 kg on the hardtop.

The solid, scratch-resistant styling bar in polished stainless steel fits in with the  
bakkie’s bold, robust design and lends the vehicle an even more progressive character. 
“Mercedes-Benz” lettering underscores its high quality. The styling bar is swift to fit and  
remove and can be combined with the colour coded hard cover for a perfect fit.

The side bars in polished stainless steel measure 76 mm in diameter and lend the  
vehicle a stylish and striking side design which further emphasizes its bakkie character. 
Apart from enhancing the vehicle’s appearance, the side bars also serve as safe,  
non-slip steps when boarding and exiting the vehicle and during loading and unloading.

X-Class | Genuine accessoriesX-Class | Genuine accessories

The weather-resistant bed liner provides effective protection for the bed from paint dam-
age. The black liner, which is exactly adapted to the bed, is made from plastic and runs 
below the load compartment sill. This means that it is compatible with the bed covers, 
the lashing rails and the load anchoring rail system at the side panels and the load an-
choring rail system at the side walls.
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First-class load protection.

Water and Dust protection.

Mudflaps.

Roof Rail Carrier Bars.

Technical underguard.

Floor Mats.

The shape of the hard cover and its paint finish in the vehicle’s body colour harmonise 
perfectly with the bakkie’s design. “Mercedes-Benz” lettering on either side enhances the 
hard cover’s appearance. On a functional level, it provides reliable protection against the 
weather, dust and theft. The use of high-quality materials results in a particularly robust 
and durable hard cover. It is unlocked by means of a separate key and incorporates auto-
matic LED lighting – for the swift and simple location of items in the dark. The hard cover 
is optionally combinable with the styling bar.

The flexible and water-repellent soft cover1 can simply be rolled on and off and is 
tear-resistant. This allows quick access to the cargo and also protects it against moisture 
and sunlight. The Mercedes-Benz lettering is integrated into the middle of the softcover 
at the rear.

The roll cover1 is made from robust, high-quality aluminium. It protects the load against 
moisture and dust as well as against theft. It can be opened and closed in stages and is 
easily installed and removed. It is locked using a separate spanner.

The 3-piece technical under guard made from robust stainless steel extends over the 
most of the underfloor of the vehicle and can protect the engine, transmission and ex-
haust system. Smart openings make it easier to carry out repair and maintenance work.

X-Class | Genuine accessoriesX-Class | Genuine accessories

The water and dust protection consists of 3 seals at the tailgate, which help to protect 
the cargo area from water and dust. A seal is vertically attached to the edge of the bed 
on the left of the tailgate and another on the right. The third seal is horizontally fixed on 
the underside of the boot lid, so that it touches the bottom of the cargo area when the 
boot lid is closed, in order to prevent the ingress of fluid or dust at this point. The water 
and dust protection is standard equipment in the hardtop, hardcover and rollover.

m FURTHER INFORMATION

We are continuously working on expanding the accessory range to meet the utility requirements. 
Ask your authorised Mercedes-Benz Dealer about our latest Genuine Accessories range.

They protect the sides, rear and underbody of the vehicle from unsightly scratches and 
damage from loose chippings. Thanks to the integral design and the adjustment to the 
sporty contours of the vehicle the overall appearance of the vehicle is maintained.  
Front and rear mudflaps (set) available separately1.

Multifunctional and lockable aluminium carrier, which is technically and visually 
precisely aligned to the body of the X-Class. Serves as the basis for a range of 
Mercedes-Benz transport solutions: ski and snowboard rack or cycle rack. Can be 
fitted without tools in no time at all thanks to the quick grip fasteners. Aerodynam-
ic Mercedes-Benz design with optimised noise level. Crash-tested.

The high-quality genuine all-weather and velour floor mats are precisely tailored to the 
contours of the interior. They are hard-wearing, durable and odourless. They optimally 
protect the carpet against dirt and moisture.

1Provisionally available from June 2018 1Provisionally available from June 2018
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S1H1 S1G1

S1H

S1B1

S1F

F2J1 F2K1F2I

9389

3142

6580

1288 92919139

5890

7259 9988

Upholstery and trim.
POWER linePROGRESSIVE line

Trim – POWER line

Paintwork.

1 Optional extra1 Optional extra

Non-metallic paints

3142
6580
9139

Danakil Red
Granite Green
Chisana White

Metallic paints1

1288
5890
7259
9291
9389
9988

Axinite Bronze
Cavansite Blue
Rock Grey
Kabara Black
Bering White
Diamond Silver

Non-metallic paints Metallic paints1

X-Class | PaintworkX-Class | Upholstery and trim

Upholstery

S1F
S1H
S1G
S1B

Black Posadas fabric
Black ARTICO man-made leather / DINAMICA microfibre
Black leather1

Nut Brown leather1

Trim – POWER line

F2I
F2J
F2K

Pixel-look trim, matt black
Aluminium-look trim with longitudinal grain1

Woodgrain-look trim, matt brown1
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Purchasing a Mercedes-Benz is associated amongst other things with sheer quality, 
reliability, safety and comfort. In purchasing your Mercedes-Benz vehicle this is exactly 
what you can expect.

In order to ensure that you enjoy thousands of carefree kilometers with your vehicle, you 
need to ensure that the vehicle is maintained in a proper way and according to 
recommended manufacturer specifications. Regular care and professional servicing is 
necessary.

Mercedes-Benz South Africa is committed to keeping you safe on the road through a 
network of ultra-modern dealerships, with all the repair and service facilities your vehicle 
will need throughout its lifespan. Our network of franchised dealer representatives 
undertakes to service, maintain and repair your vehicle in strict accordance with the 

manufacturer‘s guidelines and specifications, using only genuine Mercedes-Benz 
replacement parts, which are guaranteed for a period of two years.

Furthermore, the dealership will perform all work until you are satisfied. Customer 
satisfaction is so important to us that you will be contacted, form time to time, to take 
part in our Customer Satisfaction Index (CSI) to enable us to continually improve our 
offered services for your added benefit.

In addition, Mercedes-Benz South Africa Ltd. wants to ensure that after the expiry of the 
included Maintenance Plan of the vehicle, it is maintained with the same 100% amount of 
technical detail, accuracy and quality applied. The optional Maintenance Plans offers you 
exactly this. As the only manufacturer approved maintenance extension plans, they will 
provide you with the thousands of carefree driving kilometres you are used to.

PremiumDrive 
6 years/100,000 6 years 100,000 km maintenance contract. No customer contribution

PremiumDrive 
8 years/100,000

Buy-in to extend cover for up to 8 years. Must be purchased before the original contract expires

PremiumDrive 
8 years/140,000 Buy in to extend cover up to 8 years or 140,000 km. Must be purchased before the original contract expires

PremiumDrive 
8 years/160,000 Buy in to extend cover up to 8 years or 160,000 km. Must be purchased before the original contract expires

PremiumDrive 
8 years/180,000 Buy in to extend cover up to 8 years or 180,000 km. Must be purchased before the original contract expires

PremiumDrive contract should still be active and the vehicle must be less than 6 years old | For any exclusions refer to the PremiumDrive booklet

PremiumDrive.



Agility Finance (*Authorised Dealers Only)
 
Have you guaranteed the future value of your vehicle? 
With Agility, Mercedes-Benz South Africa Guarantees the Future 
Value (GFV) of your vehicle. Agility affords you the flexibility to drive 
the latest Mercedes-Benz more often, offering you the best in: 
 ▸ Safety Features
 ▸ Performance
 ▸ Economy
 ▸ Environmentally Friendlier 
 ▸ Comfort

What makes the Guaranteed Future Value (GFV) exclusive? 
The Mercedes-Benz GFV* guarantees the future value of the vehicle 
with 0% risk***, which in return allows more flexibility and offers a 
lower monthly repayment.

End-of-Term period on GFV* 
When you reach the end-of-term, Agility offers:
Option 1 – Re-order: 
by trading your vehicle in for a new model, you will be protected 
from negative equity, and any positive equity can be used towards 
your new vehicle purchase. 
Option 2 – Refinancing *GFV/Ownership by settling *GFV:  
Simply pay or refinance the guaranteed future value amount 
and own the vehicle. 
Option 3 – Return: 
Hand back the vehicle. (Subject to Fair Wear & Tear policy)

Agility benefits
 ▸ Innovative ownership
 ▸ Customized finance solutions
 ▸ Flexible end of term options
 ▸ Lower monthly repayments
 ▸ The choice of driving a new Mercedes-Benz more often
 ▸ Guaranteed Future Value by Mercedes-Benz
 ▸ Who better to Finance and Insure your vehicle than the  

people who built it

Mercedes-Benz Finance

Mercedes-Benz Financial Services
Who better to Finance and insure your vehicle than the people who built it.

*Authorised Dealers Only | **Guaranteed Future Value | *** Terms and conditions apply

Agility Finance is limited to approved customers of Mercedes-Benz Financial Services South Africa. Interest Rate linked to MBFS Prime Lending Rate. Guaranteed Future Value (GFV) is subject to vehicle maintenance in 
accordance with the manufacturer’s specification, Fair Wear and Tear conditions and Kilometre Restrictions. Re-order and/or Return features are subject to Fair Wear and Tear conditions and Kilometre Restrictions. A copy of 
the Terms and Conditions will be provided to you with your Agility Finance documents, or is available upon request. E&OE

Mercedes-Benz Financial Services South Africa (Pty) Ltd. is an Authorised Financial Services Provider (Licence No. 18 604) and Credit Provider (Licence No. NCRCP80). 
Underwritten by either Regent Insurance Company Limited (FSP Licence No. 25 511),  Alexander Forbes Insurance Company Limited (FSP Licence No. 30 414)  
or Hollard Insurance Company Limited (FSP License No. 17698).

Contract Purchase (Choices)  
Contract Purchase (Choices) is a finance plan that puts you in the driver’s seat by giving you 
the luxury of choice. With this unique finance plan, you get to choose an option that suits 
you best at the end of the agreement period.

You can:
 ▸ Make the final payment and take ownership of the vehicle
 ▸ Trade the vehicle in for a new model
 ▸ Extend the agreement period by spreading the cost of  

the final payment; or
 ▸ Simply return the vehicle with no further obligation***

Instalment Agreement 
What you get out of the deal is a finance package where repayments are payable in regular 
monthly instalments over an agreed period and ownership passes automatically at the end 
of the term.

Instalment Agreement with Balloon 
Instalment Agreement with Balloon is a way of acquiring a vehicle with lower monthly 
instalments, and a final balloon payment that transfers ownership to you. A customer 
is liable for the balloon payment which is specified at the outset of the agreement. The 
customer has the option to refinance or settle the balloon. When the final balloon payment 
is made, ownership is transferred to the customer.

Mercedes-Benz Financial Services South Africa (Pty) Ltd. is an Authorised Financial Services Provider (Licence No. 18 604) and Credit Provider (Licence No. NCRCP80). 
Underwritten by either Regent Insurance Company Limited (FSP Licence No. 25 511), Alexander Forbes Insurance Company Limited (FSP Licence No. 30 414) or Hollard Insurance Company Limited (FSP License No. 17698).

*** Terms and conditions apply
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This document is a summary of benefits, and is subject to the terms and conditions 
as contained in the policy wording. 

Mercedes-Benz Financial Services (Pty) Ltd. is an Authorised Financial Services 
Provider (FSP Licence No. 18 604) and Credit Provider (Licence No. NCRCP80). 

Mercedes-Benz Financial Services South Africa (Pty) Ltd. is an Authorised Financial 
Services Provider (Licence No. 18 604) and Credit Provider (Licence No. NCRCP80).
Underwritten by either Regent Insurance Company Limited (FSP Licence No. 25 511), 
Alexander Forbes Insurance Company Limited (FSP Licence No. 30 414) or Hollard 
Insurance Company Limited (FSP License No. 17698).

FlexiFix: Fixed monthly payments with the flexibility  
of a variable rate.
In the move to manage rising expenses and stretch budgets, 
customers often choose to use fixed rate financing as a means to 
curb against anticipated interest rate hikes. This finance product 
allows you to have control over your monthly vehicle repayments by 
minimising the immediate impact of interest rate increases, whilst 
the benefit of rate decreases will still be enjoyed when they occur. 
FlexiFix enables you to budget better by allowing you to have fixed 
payments until the penultimate payment. The last payment absorbs 
all increases, or decreases, that may occur with interest rates.

FlexiFix benefits 
 ▸ Fixed capped monthly repayments  

(until the penultimate instalment)
 ▸ Better budgeting
 ▸ Less concern about the immediate impact  

of interest rate increases
 ▸ Provides certainty and payment guarantee to customers
 ▸ Should the customer wish to re-finance the last payment, 

Mercedes-Benz Financial Services can assist by refinancing this 
amount on a new agreement for an agreed term

 ▸ Unlike fixed rate contracts, FlexiFix enables the customer 
to benefit from interest rate decreases. Here, an automatic 
decrease in the last payment would take place. Once again, the 
fixed monthly payments would be unaffected.

Finance Lease
Lease a vehicle for an agreed period with the option of ownership. 
This agreement allows you to lease the vehicle for an agreed 
period with the option of ownership. Alternatively, the lease may be 
extended at the end of the agreement period.

Benefits of Leasing
 ▸ Option to take ownership of the vehicle or extend  

the lease at the end of the agreement
 ▸ Lease payments are tax deductible
 ▸ VAT capitalised at the outset of the agreement
 ▸ Balloon option available for lower monthly repayments.

Mercedes-Benz Financial Services South Africa (Pty) Ltd. is an Authorised Financial Services Provider (Licence No. 18 604) and Credit Provider (Licence No. NCRCP80). 
Underwritten by either Regent Insurance Company Limited (FSP Licence No. 25 511), Alexander Forbes Insurance Company Limited (FSP Licence No. 30 414)  
or Hollard Insurance Company Limited (FSP License No. 17698).

Home Insurance 
(Offered through Alexander Forbes Insurance Company)
Mercedes-Benz Financial Services also offers two innovative 
Home Insurance products:

ExecuHome
 ▸ Option to ensure the following under ONE policy:
 ▸ All vehicles (including tyres), motorcycles, boats, caravans, jet-ski’s, etc.
 ▸ All buildings including holiday homes
 ▸ Contents of all buildings
 ▸ Specified valuables (jewellery) covered worldwide
 ▸ Automatic cover of business equipment at home
 ▸  Cover provided for accidental damage

ValueHome
 ▸ Flexible cover at a flexible rate
 ▸ Option to insure the following under ONE policy:
 ▸ All vehicles, motorcycles, boats, caravans, jet-ski’s, etc.
 ▸ All buildings including holiday homes 
 ▸ Contents of all buildings
 ▸ Specified valuables (jewellery) covered worldwide
 ▸ Automatic cover of business equipment at home
 ▸ Cover provided for accidental damage

Not only do we offer Comprehensive Insurance cover,  
but we also offer Value-Added Products, they include:
 ▸ Finance Protection
 ▸ Deposit Protection
 ▸ Shortfall Protection
 ▸ Tyre Insurance

Mercedes-Benz Financial Services South Africa (Pty) Ltd.
Wierda Road, Zwartkop, Centurion
P.○. Box 10829, Centurion, 0046
0861 324 653
infoza@daimler.com

Regent Insurance
Claims Reporting & Policy Servicing:
0861 004 845 or
mbfs@regent.co.za

Hollard Insurance
0860 000 013
Hollard Campus
22 Oxford Road
Park Town
2193

Alexander Forbes Insurance
Claims Reporting & Policy Servicing:
0860 100 002 or
mbfs@aforbes.co.za
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For more information, visit your nearest dealership 
or www.mercedes-benz.co.za/financialservices

Approved Insurance Solutions



Mercedes-Benz Financial Services South Africa (Pty) Ltd. is an Authorised Financial Services Provider (Licence No. 18 604) and Credit Provider (Licence No. NCRCP80). 
Underwritten by either Regent Insurance Company Limited (FSP Licence No. 25 511), Alexander Forbes Insurance Company Limited (FSP Licence No. 30 414) or Hollard Insurance Company Limited (FSP License No. 17698).

Type of benefit/Cover ExecuProtect - Agility ExecuProtect ValueProtect

Emergency Accommodation   

Vehicle Standard Factory Fitted Accessories and Tools   

Vehicle Factory, Fitted Sound, Cellular and Navigational Equipment   

Vehicle Rental   

Medical Expenses   

Extended Personal Legal Liability   

Repatriation Costs   

Off road use   

Credit Shortfall   

Deposit Protector   

Scratch & Dent   

*Take note that the Limits of Indemnity for each benefit will vary per Insurer. Refer to the Quotation Summary for further details

Type of benefit/Cover ExecuProtect - Agility ExecuProtect ValueProtect

Vehicle Repairs 
All Repairs to be conducted at an approved MBSA Auto Body Repairer  
with genuine OEM parts (Original Equipment Manufacturer).

  

Vehicle theft or write-off within 12 months of first  
vehicle registration (Total Loss)
If reasonably available and insured for replacement value, we will replace with a new 
vehicle of same make and model. Alternatively will pay the reasonable retail value or the 
sum insured, whichever is the lesser.

We will pay out the sum  
insured or the reasonable  

retail value, whichever 
 is the lesser.



We will pay out the sum  
insured or the reasonable  

retail value, whichever 
 is the lesser.

Value- added Products and Services
 ▸ Emergency Medical Assistance
 ▸ Emergency Roadside Assistance
 ▸ Accident Management
 ▸ Concierge Service
 ▸ Traffic Assistance

  

Personal Accident   

Vehicle Locks and Keys   

Vehicle Emergency Repairs   

Motor Insurance Product Differentiation

Mercedes-Benz Financial Services South Africa (Pty) Ltd. is an Authorised Financial Services Provider (Licence No. 18 604) and Credit Provider (Licence No. NCRCP80). 
Underwritten by either Regent Insurance Company Limited (FSP Licence No. 25 511), Alexander Forbes Insurance Company Limited (FSP Licence No. 30 414) or Hollard Insurance Company Limited (FSP License No. 17698).

*Take note that the Limits of Indemnity for each benefit will vary per Insurer. Refer to the Quotation Summary for further details
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Technical data.

1  The figures shown were obtained in accordance with the prescribed measuring process (in accordance with Directive (EC) no. 715/2007, in each case in the currently applicable version). Please note:  
the figures do not refer to an individual vehicle and do not constitute part of the offer, but serve solely for the purpose of comparison between the different vehicle types. CO2 emissions resulting from the 
production and provision of the fuel or other energy sources are not taken into account in determining the CO2 emissions pursuant to Directive 1999/94/EC. 2 Further tyre sizes optionally available. 

The best for the engine:
Mercedes-Benz genuine engine oil

3  Tank capacity for all engines is approx. 73 l as standard, reserve approx. 10 l. AdBlue® tank capacity: approx. 17 l. 4 Actual consumption figures will vary according to the weight of the vehicle and the selected equipment specification. Further information is available from your Mercedes-Benz sales team. 
Genuine Accessories (e.g. roof rails, hardtop etc.) may have an effect on relevant vehicle characteristics such as weight, rolling resistance and wind resistance and, along with traffic and weather conditions, may have an impact on fuel consumption figures and performance. 

  Further technical data are available online at www.mercedes-benz.com

X-Class | Technical dataX-Class | Technical data
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 Diesel engines

X 220 d X 250 d

Number/arrangement of cylinders 4/R 4/R

Total displacement in cc 2298 2298

Rated output1 in kW (hp) at stated rpm 120 (163)/3750 140 (190)/3750

Rated torque1 in Nm at stated rpm 403/1500–2500 450/1500–2500

Manual transmission [automatic] 6-speed manual transmission [–] 7-speed automatic transmission

Acceleration from 0 to 100 km/h in s [automatic transmission] 12.4 [–] [11.3]

Top speed, approx. in km/h [automatic transmission] 184 [–] [179]

Standard tyres2 255/65 R17 255/65 R17

Fuel consumption1, 3 in l/100 km
Urban [automatic transmission]

Extra-urban [automatic transmission] 
Combined [automatic transmission]

8.4 [–]

7.0 [–]

7.5 [–]

[9.7]
[6.7]
[7.8]

CO2 emissions1 in g/km, combined [automatic transmission] 198 [–] [205]

Platform load area in m2 2.48 2.48

Turning circle diameter in m 13.4 13.4

Unloaded weight in kg 2074 [–] [2116]

Payload4 in kg [automatic transmission] 1126 [–] [1053]

Perm. GVW in kg 3200 3200

Towing capacity in kg, braked/unbraked 3200/750 3200/750

Gross combination weight rating in kg 6130 6130

X 250 d 4MATIC

4/R

2298

140 (190)/3750

450/1500–2500

6-speed manual [7-speed automatic transmission]

11 [11.6 ]

180 [175]

255/65 R17

8.5 [9.7]

7.3 [6.9]

7.7 [7.9]

203 [209]

2.48

13.4

2168 [2197]

1082 [1053]

3250

3500/750

6130

18
19

85
4 12

85

1632

1920

2113

(1916 with exterior mirrors folded in)



Let the adventure begin.



Please note: Changes may have been made to the product since the brochure went to press. The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes to the design, form, colour and 
specification of any Mercedes-Benz vehicle during the lifecycle period, provided these changes, while taking into account the interests of the vendor, are communicated to the 
purchaser. The illustrations may show accessories and items of optional equipment which are not part of standard South African specification and will therefore not be available to 
the South African purchaser. The manufacturer is under no obligation to make such accessories and items of optional equipment available to the purchaser. Colours may differ 
slightly from those shown in the brochure, owing to the limitations of the electronic display. Additionally, some models, features, optional extras, colours and/or services may only be 
available in combination with others. For current and more specific information in relation to the range of models, features, optional extras, colours and/or services available in your 
country, and their pricing, please contact your nearest authorised Mercedes-Benz Dealer.

www.x-class.co.za

This disclaimer applies to all content in this brochure


